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ABSTRACT 

Some modifications to the SEL Executive System are described which 

improve the performance of the system, but which do not change the set 

of system subroutines, the entry point to any system subroutine, or the 

ca'ling sequence for any system subroutine.   User programs which run 

with the original version of the system need not be changed in order to 

run with the new version of the system. 
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1 
I.   INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes several modifications which have been 

made to the SFL Executive System since it was documented [1].   These 

modifications were intended to improve the performance of the systems 

rather than to extend the set of operations which it performs.   Con- 

sequently, neither the vector of system subroutine entry points nor 

the calling sequence to any system subroutine has been changed. 

User programs which run with the original version of the system 

(Version 1) need not be changed in order to run with the new version 

of the system (Version 2). 
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2     ALPHANUMERIC TAPE FORMAT 

Each 8-bit alphanumeric tape image for use with the system 

originally consisted of ♦wo rontrol br.s (Hy followed by a 6-bi*. 

character code (1 pp   23-24]    An alphanumeric record was a seq- 

uence of these tape images, followed by an end of-record character 

(OOOg)     This for ma» was adopted because, ihrou.h examination of 

the control bV     a program (e c ., a copy funrMcn in 'he idle-time 

task) could easily de'ermiie wne'her I: w .s reading an alphanumeri' 

record or a binary record    In •hie wa>     he system was pro"ec»ed 

against the user's inadver^en» a*»enip» to loid an alphanumpric record 

With this protection provided, tnlerspersing de» ripüve text with 

binary record« was practical. 

Since the ability to I is» «ilphanuroeric *apf s or an iff-line tele- 

type is desirable   the alphanumeric 'tpe forma   hap bee chinged 

from the 6-bit code forma* «o an ASCII ««dp format     Th*- only rhnnse» 

to the system which were required by this change of forma' were In 

the copy functions of the Idle- tme 'ask nhlch involve readlns or 

punching of alphanumeri'- tape    Ejrh record In .he new alphanumeric 

tape format vonslsls of a sequence of ASCII characters with the 

parity bit punched, followed by a form feed (214.)    * rubout 

(37781, and *en blank 'ape Images.   If each alphanumeric record 

Is considered to represent one page of text, this format Is suitable 

for listing on a model ASR 3S teletype w|*^ one form feed stop 



(The rubout at the end of each record facilitates recognition of the last 

record read as being alphanumeric in order to prevent concatenation 

of alphanumeric records when copying paper tape with the idle-time 

task.) 

A record can still be identified as being alphanumeric or binary 

before it is used, even with this modification in format.   The parity 

bit of each type image in an alphanumeric record is set to one. 

However, since the first three tape images in a binary record must 

represent an origin, the first tape image in a binary record has this 

bit set to zero.   Consequently, whether a record is alphanumeric 

or binary can be determined by examining the parity bit of its first 

tape image. 
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3.   RESPONSE TO EMPTY TASK QUEUE 

Whenever all user tasks in the original system terminated and 

all output buffers became empty^ the system was reinitialized and the 

idle-time task was scheduled fl pp.  5-6].   Since any IBM 360 program 

which was running in conjunction with the terminal was interrupted by 

this process, this program had to be restarted after each normal 

termination of a set of user tasks.   Furthermore, since the data- 

phone is a half-duplex device, a record inbound from the IBM 360 

could easily be lost when the interrupt was sent to that machine. 

In addition, thif ^einitialization process required the user to wait 

until all outp* . ouffers were empty before he could begin typing 

commands to the idle-time task. 

Since an empty task queue does not normally represent a pro- 

gramming or operating error, the system is intact when this condition 

is detected.   Consequently, there is no need to reinitialize the system 

when the task queue becomes empty.   With this in mind, the res- 

trictions mentioned above have been removed via a system modifi- 

cation which causes the idle-time task to be started without reiri- 

tializing the system when tne 'ask queue becomes empty. 
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4.   DISPL.'Y STRUCTURE MODIFICATION 

Since the display structure is a program which is executed 

asynchronously with the PDP-9 program oy the display control, the 

system must insure that the display control is not executing a level 

when certain changes are made to that level    If no such precautions 

were taken, two problems could occur.   First, if the coordinates of 

a level were changed while the display control was executing that 

level, the coordinates of the rest of the picture would be offset for 

the remainder of that frame.   This problem would occur because 

the display control would use the old coordinates from the head of the 

level to position the beam, but would restore the beam by using the 

new coordinates from the tail of the level.   Secondly, if a section of 

the display structure was removed from a level and the storage which 

it occupied was released while the display control was still executing 

it, subsequent use of that storage by some other part of the PDP-9 

program could destroy this section of the display structure while the 

display control was still executing it.   In the original system, these 

problems were avoided by waiting until the end of the frame ' D change 

the coordinates of a level or to return from a system subroutine 

which removed part of the display structure from a level.   However, 

this delay was usually longer than necessary for active levels, and it 

was unnecessary for non-active levels. 
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A new procedure, which allows these modifications to be made 

to a level whenever the display control is not executing it, has been 

employed in the new version of the system.   This procedure deter- 

mines whether or not a level is being executed by the display control 

by examining the push-down stack.   If the address of a call to the 

level is not found in the push-down stack, the level is not being 

executed;  otherwise, the level is being executed.   However, because 

the display control operates asynchronously with the PDP-9, it can 

call the level after the stack has been examined, but before the level 

is modified.   For this reason, the following combination of an inter- 

ruptable program procedure and an interrupt service is used to 

modify the level: 

(1) Store a display internal stop instruction at the 

beginning of the level to be modified. 

(2) Determine whether or not the interrupt service 

has modified the level. If it has, terminate the 

operation.   Otherwise, proceed with Step 3. 

(3) Examine the push-down stack.   If no call to the 

level is found, modify the level, remove the 

internal stop instruction, and terminate the 

operation.   Otherwise, proceed with Step 2. 

Internal Stop Interrupt Service: 

(1)   Modify the level and remove the internal stop 

instruction from it. 
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(2)   Restart the display at the beginning of the level. 

With this procedure, either the interruptable program or the interrupt 

service modifies the level.   The reader should note that non-active 

levels are modified almost immediately. 
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